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Homeland Security
@DHSgov

To clear up various misreporting – DHS’s rule on the H-
2B cap is on hold pending review due to present 
economic circumstances.  No additional H-2B visas will 
be released until further notice.  Per the statute, H-2B 
allocations are set in consultation with .@USDOL
12:09 PM · Apr 2, 2020 · Twitter Web App

 Retweets894  Likes1.9K

· Apr 2Homeland Security @DHSgov
Replying to @DHSgov
DHS is looking at additional measures to protect American workers now and 
when normal economic activity is able to resume in the future. In the 
meantime, the  has suspended routine visa services overseas. 
travel.state.gov/content/travel…

@StateDept

59 256 602

· Apr 2Trump2020 @DormyStaniels20
Replying to  and @DHSgov @USDOL
H 1 B has killed the tech industry for the American worker and our highly 
skilled American graduates.  This is a 30 year problem.  it needs to end now!

5 48 249

· Apr 2MissUnderstood @MissUnd79512530
The other problem is that thanks to the Dems commie control & their Plan 
to destroy America, our graduates are not prepared for the technical jobs 
needing to be filled.  We cant hire unqualified  people/Americans either, so, 
who will do the jobs? It's quite the quandary.

1

3 more replies

· Apr 2AILACarolinas @AilaCarolinas
Replying to  and @DHSgov @USDOL
Dozens of American small businesses across the country in landscaping, 
hospitality construction etc are going to go out of business now because of
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hospitality, construction, etc. are going to go out of business now because of 
  delay in issuing H-2Bs. This is just another example of 

the #TrumpAdministration making the #COVID19Pandemic worse.
@DHSgov @USDOL

114 27 58

1 more reply

· Apr 2Tabby  @Tabby_Edwards
Replying to  and @DHSgov @USDOL
Stop the Bleeding of American jobs to foreign workers!!!! Cancel all H-1B 
and H-2B. America talented workers, hire & train us!!!!  

    
@FAIRImmigration

@WhiteHouse @EricTrump @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr

Companies Ask to Hire 275K Foreign Graduates amid Economic Crash
U.S. and foreign companies have asked for H-1B visas to import 275,000 
foreign white-collar workers amid the coronanvirus crash.

breitbart.com

16 49 154

· Apr 2Nancy Bishop @B2150Nancy
Do you even know what an H2b worker does? They are by definition a 
“seasonal” worker. In order to hire them, an employer must show many 
examples of trying to hire American workers and being unable to do so. 
Many of these jobs involve traveling and living far from home.
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· Apr 2Mike Leman @SingingHillsInc
Replying to  and @DHSgov @USDOL
Returning H-2B workers are critical to seasonal family businesses like ours. 
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g y
We employ many Americans whose jobs depend on seasonal workers. 
SHAME on the think tanks who are using COVID to politicize and prey on 
fears. #saveh2b #releasethevisas

18 10 27

1 more reply

· Apr 2nicky @ahtd2012
Replying to   and 2 others@michaelsebmani @DormyStaniels20
yes they are.  i know that for a fact

3 1

· Apr 2Ruth Rebecca @Rebecca9Ruth
Replying to   and @DHSgov @MarkSKrikorian @USDOL
The only reason why you are tweeting this is because  
exposed what was going on. Thank you Tucker.

@TuckerCarlson

7 34 174

· Apr 2Dennis H. @dentrev1
right on. Now, let's get rid of WHO and those pieces of crap running it.

2 8

· Apr 2mikeesclone @MichaelPaulEdw1
Replying to  and @DHSgov @USDOL
Good you have what 9 million americans out of work, there is No way in hell 
jobs can't be filled by americans.

3 4 39

· Apr 2mikeesclone @MichaelPaulEdw1
Also that reminds me we need tens of thousands of ventilators, hundreds of 
millions of mask and millions of gallons of sanitizers needing made si Why 
The F is anyone not working? Trump needs to get that phase 4 in and get 
people to work.

3 6

· Apr 2Krzysiek @Krzysie75471037
Replying to  and @DHSgov @USDOL
Cut them to zero now. Revoke all the existing ones

5 7 46

5 more replies

· Apr 2Deb @magpiesplace
Replying to  and @DHSgov @USDOL
And H-1B ? Instead of recruiting US students, hospitals have imported 
foreign nurses and then can pay lower salaries. Let’s change this.

1 7 38
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1 7 38

13 more replies

· Apr 2bering @beringorca
Replying to  and @DHSgov @USDOL
WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO STOP H1B & H4EAD?

1 3 16

· Apr 2bering @beringorca
If you can’t stop #H1b and/or #H4EAD, step down from your jobs and train 
American people for your job. Let us displace you all @ DHS

6 21
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